Don’t forget to share your creations
with us on our Tŷ Pawb face book page
as we love to see what you’ve all been
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you post on-line as a lucky dip chosen at
random. The lucky winner will receive an
art pack with art materials inside, to be
collected from us at Tŷ Pawb when
we reopen.

Step 1: Cut the handles off the carrier bags. Fold
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them in half, longways. Cut down the fold.
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Step 2: Stick all
of the pieces
together using
sticky tape,
to make one
long piece.
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If you have
used different
coloured bags you might
have stripes! Fold the tape
over the edges so that the
pieces are
stuck together
really securely.
Next, cut strips
of different
lengths and

about shapes and colour to keep on theme. For example, green
might work well for grass, so you could cut the ends so that they
are pointy. Attach these
to the underside of the
main piece using sticky
tape, as shown here.
Also cut some longer
strips and put to one
side, for later.
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and patterns.
Create
different areas
of colour. Use
colours that
are similar
together,
and see how
many different kinds of marks you can
make – the more the better! Don’t be scared to go a bit wild

afterwards, so no waste there. You

you can then attach this to

with your mark-making – there is no right or wrong way to do

could also cut out nature pictures from magazines and stick

one of the strips that you put

this, just have fun! When you have covered the paper, cut out

these over your painting – adding additional marks over the top

aside earlier. These can also

some shapes. Think about bugs and how they live – cocoons,

with crayons or pens if you wish. Add any extra pieces that you

be added to the main piece.

pods, nests and eggs are all good shapes to aim for. Do some

make to the main piece.

Don’t forget to hang things

research online or from a book, and find out some new buggy
facts too! Cut smaller shapes and stick them on top of larger
ones, to create layers, and depth. Choose contrasting colours
so that they stand out. Add some more marks on top of these,
build those layers up! Spots, stripes or random scribble – it’s
up to you! Finally, attach these shapes, using sticky tape, to
the strips of plastic that you put aside earlier. Attach these to
the main piece at different heights in relation to each other. It
should now be looking like this.
An additional idea is
to use food colouring
as paint and an unused
scourer to make
marks and texture.
The scourer can be
washed and used again

Step 4: Now it’s time to draw some bugs and insects! You could
also draw flowers and leaves. Use a darker colour pen so that
they stand out. Colour these in if you like, and then cut them out.
You can stick some of these onto the shapes that you made
earlier and also keep some separate. When you’ve done this
you can attach them to the strips of plastic that you put aside
earlier, and then add them
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at different lengths!… and
there we have it, your very
own bug bunting! Well done
everyone, great job!

Sophia

to the main piece.
Step 5: An additional
activity - if you have any
mini-cheese bags, or fruit
nets, cut a small hole and
pop one of your bugs
inside – your very own
insect pods! A paperclip
can be hooked on and
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